The role of unconventional hydrogen bonds in determining BII propensities in B-DNA
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ABSTRACT

An accurate understanding of DNA backbone transitions is likely to be the key for elucidating the puzzle of the intricate sequence-dependent mechanical properties that govern most of the biologically relevant functions of the double helix. One factor believed to be important in indirect recognition within protein-DNA complexes is the combined effect of two DNA backbone torsions (ε and ζ) which give rise to the well-known BI/BII conformational equilibrium. In this work we explain the sequence dependent BII propensity observed in RpY steps (R = purine; Y = pyrimidine) at the tetranucleotide level with the help of a previously undetected C-H···O contact between atoms belonging to adjacent bases. Our results are supported by extensive multi-microsecond molecular dynamics simulations from the Ascona B-DNA Consortium, high-level quantum mechanical calculations, and data mining of the experimental structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank.
INTRODUCTION

The fact that DNA’s overall conformation is associated with changes in backbone geometry became apparent from the analysis of the first generation of successfully resolved diffraction patterns\(^1,2\). One of the major backbone structural polymorphisms in B-DNA arises from its ability to populate two distinct conformations, known as BI and BII\(^3\) (see scheme in Figure 1A). Within each DNA strand, the phosphodiester junction between two consecutive bases undergoes fast inter-conversions between two states defined by specific combinations of rotations around the \(\epsilon\) and \(\zeta\) dihedrals. The canonical state, referred to as BI, features \(\epsilon/\zeta\) in a trans/gauche- (t/g-) conformation, while the other state, BII, has \(\epsilon/\zeta\) in g-/t conformation. To determine BI/BII equilibrium in B-DNA, proton and Phosphate NMR experiments\(^4-7\), Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations\(^8-10\), and data mining of crystal structures from databases\(^11-13\) have being historically used as the preferred methods. Following initial observations based on crystal structures showing that BI/BII transitions were associated with base destacking and minor groove widening\(^14,15\), computer MD simulations have shed light on the influence of water and ion dynamics on the propensity of BI/BII states\(^8,9,16,17\). Destacking of two successive bases along one strand and water migration were found to be necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for the adoption of the BII conformation\(^16,18\). Also based on crystal structures, successive nucleotide in one strand have been shown to have anti-correlated backbone conformational states\(^11,13\). From the very beginning, \(^3\)P-NMR experiments were crucial to identified sequence dependence as a key modulator of BI/BII transitions, capable of fine-tuning the population of states. Hartmann's group has been particularly active in this field, providing a sequence dependent view of BI/BII at the dinucleotide level (and even tetranucleotide level)\(^14,19,20\), but also putting into perspective NMR results with values obtained from crystal structures or MD simulations\(^21\). Moreover, recent MD studies have also shown\(^16,22,23\) that the impact of sequence in BI/BII equilibrium is more complex than anticipated, supporting the importance of the tetranucleotide environment.

The transition between backbone substates can only be accurately captured in its entirety from a cohesive set of data where all 136 unique tetranucleotides are represented with statistical significance, which precludes the use of experimental information deposited in structural databases\(^22\), having to rely on the use of information gained from atomistic Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. To this end, we performed part of the present analysis on trajectories obtained by the Ascona B-DNA Consortium (ABC, bisi.ibcp.fr/ABC/Welcome.html) who created a database of simulations, called \(\mu\)ABC, containing multi-microsecond MD of DNA oligomers containing multiple copies of all the 136
distinct tetrancleotides\textsuperscript{9,10}. An impressive amount of information was already extracted from this collection of simulations, extending our vision of the conformational landscape of B-DNA at the tetrancleotide level\textsuperscript{10} and leading to some interesting observations, including the fact that YpR and YpY dinucleotide steps rarely populate the BII state, and also that the base pairs flanking a given step can significantly modulate the BI/BII equilibrium in RpR and RpY steps. Interestingly, a previously uncharacterized C-H···O hydrogen bond (H-bond) between the C8-H8 atoms of the R base and the O3' atom of the corresponding 5' phosphate turned out to be a key player in the stabilization of BII states at steps featuring a purine in the 3'-position (i.e. RpR and YpR)\textsuperscript{10,23}. It follows that the C8-H8···O3' H-bond is not expected to have any role in the stabilization of the BII state in RpY and YpY steps, where it cannot be formed. Our analysis of RpY steps from the µABC set has revealed that a similar contact can be formed between the same O3' oxygen in the backbone phosphate and C6-H6 atoms of pyrimidines. In this work, we characterize in detail the nature of this previously undetected contact, first as captured by the classical potentials of MD simulations, and second, by carrying out Quantum Mechanics (QM) calculations at the MP2 level on several representative structures of RpY steps taken from the MD trajectories. The electron density obtained was a posteriori analyzed using the Atoms in Molecules\textsuperscript{24} (AIM) approach in order to determine the stabilizing nature of this interaction. Finally, we extracted all the RpY steps from the high-resolution X-ray structures of isolated DNA deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). As suggested by our atomistic simulations, RpY steps in PDB found in the BII state showed a distance between the O3' and C6 atoms compatible with the presence of the stabilizing C6-H6···O3' H-bond. Our results also demonstrate that the occurrence of this interaction is highly time-correlated with the backbone BI → BII transitions and establish it as a stabilizing factor of the BII state, providing a complete view of the BI/BII equilibrium.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We started by analyzing two of the µABC simulations\textsuperscript{10}, namely those referring to the CAAG (5'-GCAGCAAGCAAGCAAGGC-3') and TAAG (5'-GCAGTAAGTAAGTAAGGC-3') sequences, consisting of 3.5 repeats of each of these two tetrancleotides with GpC base pairs capping each end. We focused our analysis on the centermost G8pC9 (Watson strand) and G24pC25 (Crick strand) steps from the CAAG oligomer, along with G8pT9 (Watson) and A24pC25 (Crick) steps of the TAAG sequence. These were chosen because GpY and ApC steps show the highest BII propensities among RpY steps from MD simulations (75% and 60% BII respectively, see Figure 1B). The reader should be aware that when comparing NMR, MD simulations, and X-ray structures, differences exist between the specific BII percentages assigned to some base pairs steps\textsuperscript{12,21}. The sources of uncertainties from crystal structures
have being discussed several times and are clearly related to low resolution (frequently insufficient to define backbone’s states), lack of dynamics, and lattice restraints\textsuperscript{13,25,26}. In the same way, changes in NMR’s refinement protocols or annealing procedures from one experiment to another\textsuperscript{27,28}, the usually low number of restraints due to the low density of protons in DNA, and the frequent overlap of several NOE peaks\textsuperscript{20}, are the main sources of uncertainties, being the average standard deviation in the prediction of BII percentages $\pm$8\textsuperscript{21}. In addition, both experimental sources of BII values suffer from a sequence bias due to the limited number of tetranucleotide represented in the limited set of sequence available\textsuperscript{20,22,29}. For its part, the parmBSC\textsuperscript{30} force field for MD simulations of DNA, the gold standard for the last decade used to produce the $\mu$ABC dataset, is known to produce an overall underestimation of Twist and a clear underestimation of BII populations\textsuperscript{28,31}, in particular for YpR steps. Despite these considerations, the stabilizing C-H···O contacts are postulated to exist beyond the apparent discrepancies reported between the different methods or the specific value assigned to a specific base pair step. Nevertheless, we decided to support our conclusions on the role of the C-H···O H-bonds, simulating again the CAAG and TAAG sequences, following the same protocol\textsuperscript{10}, but with the latest force field for DNA parmBSC\textsuperscript{1} which is known to fix the Twist and BII issues. These new simulations validate our results, and ensure that our conclusions goes beyond the use of a specific force field (results obtained with parmBSC1 are presented in the Supporting Data but discussed throughout the text).

To correctly capture the fast inter-conversion between backbone states\textsuperscript{10,23} or related twist/slide states\textsuperscript{23}, we extracted information from the simulations every 1 ps leading to conformational ensembles comprising more than $10^6$ structures for each of the two sequences. From the ensemble of collected conformations, we identified the existence of an interaction between the O3’ atom of the backbone phosphate of the GpC, GpT and ApC junctions and the C6-H6 atoms of the pyrimidine (see scheme in Figure 2A). This contact is structurally equivalent to the C8-H8···O3’ H-bond identified in RpR or YpR steps\textsuperscript{10,23}, where it has been shown to play a fundamental role in stabilizing the BII state. This equivalence suggests that this new interaction can explain the BII propensity observed for the two remaining classes of steps, namely RpY and YpY. To evaluate whether this is the case, we turned to the complete $\mu$ABC dataset, and found that the occurrence of the C6-H6···O3’ hydrogen bond is indeed in perfect sequence-dependent correlation with the BII state population of RpY and YpY steps (compare figures 1B with 2B, and see the correlation in Figure 2C). This interaction can reasonably be termed a H-bond since the partial charges assigned in the force-field (obtained by QM fitting\textsuperscript{22}) to the C6-H6 atoms in thymine or cytosine generate a significant bond dipole (Table 1). Furthermore, the geometrical features of the three atoms, whenever this contact occurs, are consistent with the partial covalent
nature of hydrogen bonding as assessed from angle and distance distributions within the ensemble of MD structures (Figure 3A shows the angle distribution of structures with H6···O3' distances below 2.5 Å). We validate this geometrical arrangement by obtaining results totally equivalent with the last generation force field for DNA (Figure S1).

To further confirm our interpretation we carried out ab initio MP2 calculations on seven different snapshots from each of the two simulations (see Methods). Five representative structures were taken from the most populated state in the C6-H6···O3’ angle/C6···O3’ distance space, while two other structures belonged to the marginal bins of the distributions depicted in Figure 3A with angles above 170° coupled with donor-acceptor distances below 3.35 Å. The electron densities obtained in this way were analyzed using the AIM approach to determine the stationary points and the gradient paths (obtained from the first derivative of the electron density) connecting them. In particular, we focused on the bond critical points (bcp) generated between hydrogen and acceptor group, as previous studies have demonstrated that canonical H-bonds (X-H···Z; with X and Z being electronegative atoms) are associated with electron densities at the bcp that vary in the range from 0.002 to 0.034 atomic units (a.u.) Bond critical points and bond paths between the H6 and O3’ atoms were found in all the 21 electron densities analyzed (see Figure 3B for a representative scheme, and Table 1 for numerical description) supporting the existence of H-bonds. On average, the electron densities at the bcp were found to be around 0.011 a.u., within the expected range of values for canonical interactions (see Table 1 and reference 34), even though slightly lower than those reported for the C8-H8···O3’ H-bond in RpR steps (two cases are shown for comparison). The positive value of the Laplacian (second derivative of the electron density) at the bcp indicates a depletion of electron density towards the interacting nuclei from a density maximum, another feature consistent with the formation of hydrogen bonds. We calculated the gas phase stabilization provided by the specific C6-H6···O3’ contact in all cases, by estimating the interaction energy from the linear relation described by Cubero et al. We found that each C6-H6···O3’ hydrogen bond stabilizes the BII state by more than 3 kcal mol⁻¹, a value only slightly lower compared with the equivalent C-H···O bond described for RpR steps (Table 1). It is worth noting that a 3 kcal mol⁻¹ stabilizing effect should completely drive the equilibrium to BII, but part of this stabilization will be compensated by hydration effects, since water occupancy at the O3’ group decreases dramatically from 36% in the BI state (when the C-H···O bond is not formed) to only 1.4% in BII (data from the analysis of 10⁵ structures taken from the last 100 ns of trajectory filtered according to the BI/BII state, confirmed by both force fields).
A more detailed analysis of the MD time series shows that the C6-H6···O3’ contact occurs simultaneously with the formation of BII states: our results indicate that almost all BI → BII backbone transitions involve the instantaneous formation of the hydrogen bond (Figure 4A). This sheds new light on the question of whether the hydrogen bond forms prior to the transition, driving the backbone into a BII state slowly, allowing for a period of structural frustration. Our results suggest that this interaction is more of a stabilizing force than a driving element. This is in agreement with the observed average lifetime of hydrogen bond formation (25.6 ps for GpC and 16.5 ps for GpT), compared to the average lifetimes of the corresponding BII states (23.6 ps and 15.8 ps respectively). These results were confirmed by analyzing the time series obtained with parmBSC1 force field. Although the percentage occurrence of the BII state and C6-H6···O3’ hydrogen bond at GpC and ApC steps varies slightly (by less than 10%) when using parmBSC1, the extent to which the two events are time-correlated is substantially unchanged (compare the time series and distributions of Figures 4A and S2).

From a mechanical point of view, the formation of the C8-H8···O3’ H-bond in RpR steps has been shown to be coupled to slide polymorphism at the base level in the same junction. On the contrary, no helical parameter or torsion angle showed a two-state distribution coupled to the formation of the C6-H6···O3’ hydrogen bond in RpY steps (again confirmed by both force fields). It seems that the mechanical coupling between slide and the backbone with a purine in the 3’ position (which helps to bring closer the C8-H8 atoms to the backbone), is not necessary in the case of pyrimidines in 3’. We also did not find any coupled role of cations in these transitions (in contrast to that reported for CpG steps), while the hydration change around the backbone atoms, synchronized with the BI/BII transition, and the formation of the intra-molecular C-H···O hydrogen bond, produced a local water migration in agreement with that reported experimentally.

To confirm our results we performed two ‘proof of concept’ simulations, with the same sequences reported above, labeled TAAG(H6-) and CAAG(H6-), where the H6 atom from the pyrimidine base was removed and its charge was transferred to the C6 atom (see Methods and reference 23). This “alchemical” base is useful in testing the conformational impact of the C6-H6···O3’ H-bond. As expected, in these simulations C6 and O3’ no longer come into close contact and the backbone of RpY steps undergoes significantly fewer transitions to the BII state (up to 69% less BII for GpC), suggesting that without the C-H···O stabilizing interaction the backbone cannot last in time in the BII state (its average lifetime is decreased to 10.6 ps for GpC and 8.8 ps for GpT, half its normal value), or easily access a g-/t state of the ε/ζ torsions (Figure 4B and Figure S3).
Finally, we performed an analysis of high-resolution experimental structures of isolated DNA to find experimental support for our hypothesis. For this purpose, we extracted all high-resolution X-ray structures of isolated dsDNA oligomers deposited in PDB (R < 2.5 Å, see Table S1); the resulting 554 experimental structures contain information on 3,991 RpY dinucleotides (37% GpC, 18% GpT, 19% ApC, and 26% ApT). We found that the distribution of C6···O3' distances is bimodal, in agreement with simulations, and clearly correlated with the BI/BII state in the backbone (Figure S4). For the GpC case, for which we have better statistics, the C6···O3' distance decreases in average from 5.03 to 3.48 Å (with a s.d. of 0.4 Å), when moving from BI to BII state in the crystal structures. We repeated the analysis for RpR steps (484 structures analyzed, see Table S1 and Figure S4), finding, analogously, a shortening of the C8···O3' distance from 5.20 (BI) to 3.80 Å (BII). Equivalent results were obtained for YpR and YpY steps (Table S2 and Figure S4). It should be noted that in spite of the extended set of structures used in this work, BII propensities from crystal structures still seems underestimated when compared with NMR and MD results (Table S2). The reasons for the apparent discrepancies between the methods, which are beyond the scope of the present work, are complex, of diverse sources, and have been partially addressed recently. In summary, despite the relative scarcity of experimental structural data, the analysis of crystal structures provides quantitative support for the importance of the C6-H6···O3' interaction discussed here, as well as for the C8-H8···O3' H-bond previously reported.

The observed sequence-dependent BII propensity in RpY steps, as obtained from MD simulations, can now be explained by taking into account the established hierarchy of bond strength, inferred from the populations of H-bond formation corresponding to each purine-pyrimidine combination (Figure 2B). Considering all possible steps, H-bonds in RpR are the strongest, with GpA being the most favorable, while RpG and RpC interactions are of similar strength. RpT and YpR contacts are rather weaker, but a H-bond in YpY steps is indeed very infrequent. We also observed the hindering effect one H-bond has on the formation of a second H-bond in a neighboring step, in agreement with the known anti-correlation between adjacent BII backbone states. Accordingly, applying these simple considerations in a tetranucleotide context would predict, for example, that a YpRpYPY sequence should result in the highest BII content among all RpY steps in MD simulations, since it is unfavorable to form a H-bond in either of the flanking base steps, while the opposite effect should be observed within an RpRpYPY sequence, where both flanking steps will compete for H-bond formation, leading to conformational frustration. This is an important effect to understand sequence-dependent propensities at the tetranucleotide level, since the crankshaft motion of the
backbone ensure almost every time that alternate BI/BII/BI/BII states will be observed in successive junctions in the same strand\textsuperscript{13}, leading to conformational frustration when two or more dinucleotides with high BII content are side-by-side. The confirmation of these predictions (Figure 1B), and the extension of our conclusions to RpR and YpR steps\textsuperscript{10}, supported by last generation force field, allows us to conclude that the newly detected C-H···O H-bond makes an important contribution to deciphering the sequence-dependent BII propensity within B-DNA, which in turn has an important role to play in protein-DNA recognition processes.

**METHODS**

*Molecular dynamics simulations.* Sequence dependence analyses are based on the 39 multi μs simulations collected in 2014 by the Ascona B-DNA Consortium that form the μABC data set\textsuperscript{10}. Since this analysis, a new version of the Amber force field for DNA named parmBSC\textsuperscript{1}\textsuperscript{31} was published. As this force field has been shown to produce trajectories in even better correlation with experiment\textsuperscript{24,36}, we validate parmBSC0-derived conclusions by simulating again with parmBSC1 the two double stranded B-DNA oligomers with sequences 5’-GCAGCAAGCAAGCAAGGC-3’ (labeled CAAG) and 5’-GCAGTAAGTAAGTAAGGC-3’ (labeled TAAG) used in the detailed analysis presented here. Additionally, simulations (using both parmBSC0\textsuperscript{30} and parmBSC1\textsuperscript{31}) were carried out removing the H6 atom of either the thymine or the two cytosines of interest: labeled TAAG(H6-) and CAAG(H6-) respectively. To maintain the total charge of the system in these model calculations, the H6 charge was transferred to the C6 atom\textsuperscript{23}. All simulations were carried out using the protocol described in Pasi et al\textsuperscript{10}. The results obtained with parmBSC1 are equivalent to those discussed in the main text, and are presented in the Supporting Data.

*Analysis of trajectories.* Trajectories were pre-processed with the cpptraj module of the AmberTools15 package\textsuperscript{37}. Conformational analysis was performed using the Curves+ and Canal programs\textsuperscript{38}, which provide a full set of helical, backbone and groove geometry parameters, and further dissection of these quantities was done with the use of NaFleX server\textsuperscript{39} and in-house tools. We consider a H-bond was formed when the distance between C6/C8 and O3’ was below 4 Å. Trajectories will be deposited in the BigNASim database\textsuperscript{40} of the European MuG Virtual Research Environment (www.multiscalegenomics.eu/MuGVRE/).

*Quantum mechanical calculations.* To make a first principles confirmation of the existence of the C-H···O intra-molecular hydrogen-bond, Bader’s atoms in molecules (AIM)\textsuperscript{24} electron topology analysis was used. Seven representative snapshots from the three selected
dinucleotides (GpC, GpT and ApC) were extracted from the MD simulations to perform single-point MP2 calculations. Waters and ions were removed and only the dinucleotide step was kept and subjected to single-point calculations at the MP2(FC)/6-31G(d,p) level of theory using Gaussian 09. H atoms were used to complete the valency of the 5’ and 3’ oxygen atoms. The electron density, the gradient and its Laplacian at the bcp were computed and analyzed using the program AIM-UC.
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### TABLES

**Table 1.** C-H⋯O hydrogen bond parameters (average distance, average angle, charges, and energy) and electron density at the bond critical point was computed at the MP2(FC)/6-31G(d,p) level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seq / dinuc.</th>
<th>Distance (Å)</th>
<th>Angle (°)</th>
<th>ρ (a.u.)</th>
<th>(\nabla^2) (a.u.)</th>
<th>(E_{\text{bond}}^a) (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>(q^b) (e)</th>
<th>(q^c) (e)</th>
<th>(q^o) (e)</th>
<th>(U_{\text{Coulomb}}) (kcal/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGCA (GpC)</td>
<td>3.30 ± 0.02</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>0.011 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.037 ± 0.004</td>
<td>-3.51</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>-0.523</td>
<td>-11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGTA (GpT)</td>
<td>3.19 ± 0.06</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>0.011 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.037 ± 0.005</td>
<td>-3.75</td>
<td>-0.221</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>-0.523</td>
<td>-13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACT (ApC)</td>
<td>3.34 ± 0.06</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0.011 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.037 ± 0.004</td>
<td>-3.44</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>-0.523</td>
<td>-11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCGG (GpG)c</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>-4.52</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>-0.523</td>
<td>-10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCGA (GpA)c</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>0.018 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.059 ± 0.004</td>
<td>-7.19</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>-0.523</td>
<td>-10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-U bp⁴</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>-0.85</td>
<td>0.572</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>-0.548</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-U bp⁵</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>-5.19</td>
<td>-0.364</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>-0.548</td>
<td>-9.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Computed from the Laplacian values using the linear regression from Cubero et al.³⁵. *b Taken directly from the AMBER 14 libraries (as reported in the original parm94 article³²). c Adapted with permission from Dans et al.²³. d We reproduced the values for the C2-H2⋯O2 H-bond as reported in the work of Martin-Pintado et al.⁴³. e Idem than (d) for the C5-H5⋯O2 hydrogen bond.
**FIGURES**

*Figure 1.* A) Depiction of B-DNA BI and BII conformers resulting from rotations around the ζ and ε torsions. B) Sequence dependence of BII backbone conformations. The percentage occurrence of BII backbone states for the phosphodiester junction at the central base step of each of the 256 possible tetranucleotide sequences is shown (BII%), using the color code defined on the right (0% is dark blue, 80% is dark red). The sequences are arranged so that each column represents one of 16 dinucleotide steps, and each row corresponds to one of the 16 possible flanking sequences; columns and rows are further grouped on the basis of base type (R = purine and Y = pyrimidine).
Figure 2. A) Representation of the C6-H6···O3’ interaction in an RpY step showing the atoms involved. B) Sequence dependence of C-H···OH-bond formation. The percentage occurrence of either the C6-H6···O3’ or the C8-H8···O3’ H-bond at the central base step of each of the 256 possible tetranucleotide sequences is shown, using the color code defined on the right (0% is dark blue, 80% is dark red). The sequences are arranged so that each column represents one of 16 dinucleotide steps, and each row corresponds to one of the 16 possible flanking sequences; columns and rows are further grouped on the basis of base type (R = purine and Y = pyrimidine). C) Correlation between the percentage of BII (%BII, horizontal axis) and of occurrence of formation of the C-H···O H-bonds at the central base step of each of the 256 possible tetranucleotide sequences, color-coded according to base type of the central base step; the correlation coefficient is 0.998.
Figure 3. A) Distribution of C6-H6···O3’ angles in RpY steps. Structures with H6···O3’ bond distances < 2.5 Å and C6-H6···O3’ angles > 120° were selected and a histogram was built. The mean distance of the corresponding set is given above each bin bar. The equivalent distributions obtained with the parmBSC1 force field are reported in Figure S1. B) Hydrogen bond AIM analysis for the GpC dinucleotide in the BII conformation. The bond critical point is indicated by a red dot. The nuclear critical points (located at the position of the nuclei) are indicated by green dots, while the basin paths and the gradient field are shown with grey lines. The bond paths, defined by the chosen two-dimensional projection (plane), are shown with red dotted lines.
Figure 4. A) Left: Time evolution of C6···O3' distance in two RpY steps (GpC and ApC) colored by the backbone conformation of the step. Right: Venn diagrams of occurrences of BII state and C6-H6···O3' hydrogen bonds at the same RpY steps. An equivalent figure but showing the results obtained with parmBSC1 force field is shown in Figure S2 in the Supporting Data. B) Same than (A) for the simulation without the H6 atom in GpC, labeled CAAG(H6-). The results for TAAG(H6-) are presented in Figure S3.
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